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ABSTRACT 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine 
students' opinions in regard to inclusive education programs 
and the effectiveness of these programs. 
The subjects involved were 1 SO high school students 
from a suburban school district in western New York. Of those 
150 students, 114 were regular education students and 36 
were special education students. All participants were students 
in blended English classes. 
Students were asked to anonymously complete a 16-
item questionnaire in which they were asked to respond "yes, 
no, or unsure." As students returned the questionnaires to the 
classroom teacher, the teacher placed an identifying mark on 
the top of each special education student's paper. 
The findings revealed a significant difference in the 
opinions of special education and regular education students on 
whether special needs students should be placed in regular 
education classes. However, almost all of the respondents 
accepted students with special needs in their classes. Therefore, 
while regular education students would prefer not to have 
inclusive classes, it seems to be agreeable to them after their 
i 
placement. Also, the results showed that both regular and 
special education students preferred to be in a class that has 
two teachers and, they felt they did better in such a class. 
ii 
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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Purpose 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine 
students' opinions in regard to inclusive education programs 
and the effectiveness of these programs. 
Need for the Study 
The New York State Education Department has pushed 
for special education students to be included in the 
mainstream. Public Law 94-142 states that the students should 
be placed in the least restrictive environment. In some 
instances, mildly to severely handicapped children have been 
placed in mainstreamed electives classes or mainstreamed 
academic classes, sometimes with or sometimes without the 
support of a special education person (Berrigan, 1989; 
Radonovich & Houck, 1990; Rural High School, 1994). Various 
districts are interpreting differently the level of support that 
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needs to be provided. 
Many districts nation wide have emphasized inclusion 
for their special needs students and yet have not obtained 
comments from the students regarding this change of 
placement (Davis, 1989; Jenkins & Heinen, 1989). There should 
be greater participation by those students who are most 
affected by this movement. Students need to be questioned 
about their preferences and opinions regarding their 
educational setting. To provide an effective educational 
environment that meets all children's needs, educators need to 
go directly to the source and ask students what they feel is 
best for them. 
Research Questions 
[1] What are students' opinions on heterogeneous and 
homogeneous groupings? 
[2] How do general and special education students feel about 
their participation in blended classes? 
[3] Do general education and special education students feel 
that blended classes are more effective than their traditional 
approach of either self-contained or heterogeneous classes? 
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Limitations of the Study 
[1] It is difficult to determine the opinions of all students in 
the district. By questioning only the students in blended 
English classes, it is possible that many students may be 
overlooked -- those that are in traditional English classes or 
those that are in self-contained English classes. 
[2] Another limitation of the study is student-teacher 
relationships. Some questions request students' opinions 
regarding blended classes. If students dislike the teachers they 
are working with, they may have a poor outlook on the 
program and conversely their opinions may be positive if they 
have a favorable opinion of the teachers. 
[3] Another limitation of the study would be the students' 
acceptance level of their handicapping condition. Some students 
in the mainstream may be in denial regarding their handicap 
and answers may not reflect true opinions. 
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Definition of Terms 
In this study the following terms will be defined: 
Consultant Teacher Services 
A strategy based program for students with mild 
disabilities of all types. Services are typically indirect, where 
regular education faculty and special education staff work 
together to create a successful learning environment for all 
students (Swanson, 1994, p.l). 
Blended/Team Teaching 
Those settings in which a self-contained group of 
students participates with a traditional group of students. The 
setting is also characterized as having two teachers- one 
traditional educator and one special educator- responsible for 
the delivery of instruction (Swanson, 1994, p.2). 
Inclusive Education 
Inclusion is not a setting, but a comprehensive 
philosophy that is defined as a program in which a student 
fully participates and is not "pulled-out" on a regular basis 
(Swanson, 1994, p.2). 
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Opinion 
An opinion is "a belief not based on absolute certainty 
or positive knowledge but what seems true, valid, or probable 
to one's own mind; judgment." An opinion is also, "an 
evaluation, impression, or estimation, of the quality or worth of 
a person or thing" ( G uralnik, 198 2, p. 99 7). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The special education population is extremely diverse, 
including students who are learning disabled, speech impaired, 
emotionally disturbed, mentally retarded, visually impaired, 
hearing impaired, physically handicapped, chronically ill, or 
multiply handicapped. The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
( 1990) explained that as many as 10 percent of children 
nationwide have special needs. 
Over recent decades there has been immeasurable 
controversy about the education of students with exceptional 
needs. Many educators are debating the benefits of inclusion 
versus self-contained classes. The Education for All 
Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-142) required that 
students with disabilities be educated in the least restricted 
environment. Mainstreaming is, as defined by Banks and 
McGee Banks (1993), "the process that involves placing 
students with disabilities into the regular classroom for 
instruction. Mainstreaming allows students to be placed in the 
classroom either part of the day or all of the day depending on 
the students' needs" (p.359). This was perhaps the most 
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significant legal victory of the movement for the rights of 
students with disabilities (Banks & McGee Banks, 1993 ). 
The Regular Education Initiative 
Many educators are compelled to choose sides in what is 
commonly referred to as the Regular Education Initiative (REI). 
This movement advocates, as stated by Davis ( 1989), that "the 
general education system assume primary responsibility for all 
students in our public schools- including identified 
handicapped students as well as those students who have 
special needs of some type" (p. 440). Lieberman ( 1990)- states, 
"the meaning of the term REI is becoming murky. People are 
using the term and not knowing that their own sense of what it 
means is different from others" (p. 561). The basic goal of this 
movement for some people is essentially to mainstream all 
handicapped children into the regular education classroom for 
the full day-- including those students labeled as severely 
handicapped. Will ( 1984) established as a goal, "the full 
integration of all individuals, including those with disabilities, 
into a heterogeneous society," as cited in Stainback and 
Stainback (1987, p.67). For others, REI means mainstreaming 
mildly to moderately handicapped students into regular 
education classrooms for the full day. Will ( 1986) contends, "it 
does not mean the consolidation of special education into 
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regular education," but rather, "a partnership to cooperatively 
assess the educational needs of students with learning 
problems and to cooperatively develop effective educational 
strategies for meeting those needs" (p.415). 
While REI proponents (Lipsky & Gartner, 1989; 
Reynolds, Wang, & Walberg 1987; Stainback & Stainback, 1987) 
are recommending a merger between regular and special 
education, a major component has been ignored. Until recently 
most of the debating has occurred between special educators at 
universities and colleges (Davis, 1989). Regular educators have 
previously had a limited if not non-existent role in discussions 
that will have an immense impact on their profession. 
Lieberman (1985) compared this union to a wedding in which 
we, as special educators, have forgotten to invite the bride 
(regular educators). Although, regular educators have been 
neglected in this debate, it is evident that this movement is 
progressing and this philosophy is being implemented in 
districts nation wide (Berrigan, 1989; Radonovich & Houck, 
1990; Rural High School, 1994 ). 
Since the beginning of this movement, more educators 
have become involved in this discussion at local levels. Even 
parents of both handicapped and non handicapped students 
have voiced their opinions since it has an ultimate effect on the 
education of their children. This controversial issue has caused 
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many individuals to debate the appropriate educational setting 
for special needs students. 
Inclusive Instruction 
Some administrators, teachers, and parents contend that 
according to P.L. 94-142, special needs students should be 
integrated and educated in the general education classroom 
with their non-handicapped peers. Advocates for REI believe 
that the labeling of students with mild disabilities and 
segregating them from regular classrooms results in 
stigmatization. D'Alonzo and Boggs ( 1990) explain, that 
according to proponents of the REI, this segregation is "an 
infringement of basic civil rights and they contend that both 
students with special needs and students without special needs 
are being discriminated against ... n (p. 19). Will (1986) points 
out that, "the terminology we use in describing our education 
system is full of the language of separation, of fragmentation, 
of removal" (p.412). Also, pull-out programs have failed to 
meet the educational needs of students (Barton, 1992; Will, 
1986). 
Many advocates believe that regular education classes 
should be adapted to meet the needs of all individual learners 
(Semmel, Abernathy, Butera, & Lesar, 1991; Will, 1986). 
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Several models of this exist throughout the country. In some 
districts students are placed in the regular education classroom 
without support services. Some districts have provided 
consultation services to the regular education teachers. And 
yet another variation is to place a special education teacher in a 
classroom with a regular education teacher where team 
teaching occurs. These settings are often referred to as 
inclusion. 
•Regular Classroom: Often students with identified 
disabilities will be declassified and placed in a regular 
education classroom without support services. They received 
the required curriculum along with their non-handicapped 
peers. 
•Consultation Services: In this model, students receive the 
required curriculum with their non-handicapped peers from 
the regular education teacher. The classroom teacher 
receives support through consultation with specialists. 
• Regular Classroom with Support Services: This model is 
often referred to as a blended class or the team-teaching 
approach. It is characterized by having two teachers, a 
regular education teacher and a special education teacher, 
responsible for the instruction of all students in one class. 
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Students would receive instruction with their non-
handicapped peers and supplementary support is provided 
in class. 
In a recent study concerning parental attitudes toward 
mainstreaming, parents of both handicapped and non-
handicapped children in mainstreamed and segregated 
preschool classes were surveyed. These results are the first of a 
five year longitudinal study. The results suggest that the 
parents of both handicapped and non-handicapped children in 
the segregated settings favored integration opportunities. 
However, the parents of both handicapped and non-
handicapped students participating in mainstreamed classes 
held even more favorable opinions regarding inclusion (Miller, 
Strain, Boyd, Hunsicker, McKinley, & Wu, 1992). 
Another study examined the learning outcomes of 
children with disabilities in one of four conditions: one period 
of resource room a day, two periods of resource room a day, 
consultative services to classroom teachers, and consultative 
services combined with in-class instruction. The results 
indicate that the students receiving both consultative services 
and in-class instruction showed significant gains in 
achievement over students placed in a resource room (Schulte, 
Osborne, & McKinney, 1990). 
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Self-contained Instruction 
Other administrators, teachers ( both general and special 
education), and parents believe that exceptional students 
should continue to be educated in a self-contained classroom 
where they can receive individualized attention. While 
advocates for inclusion argue that special classrooms are 
discriminatory, opponents (D'Alonzo & Boggs, 1990) contend 
that, "the law demands a separate education of students with 
special needs" (p.19). Kauffman (1989) states, " ... Separateness 
may be required for equality of opportunity .... " as cited by 
D'Alonzo and Boggs ( 1990, p.19). Banks ( 1992) contends that, 
placing a students in an inclusive setting and "removing a label 
does not remove the learning disability" (p.564). 
Many mildly handicapped students that are being 
placed in inclusive settings have already met with failure in 
regular education classrooms. Keogh (1988) in D'Alonzo and 
Boggs, (1990, p. 21), states, "It is strange logic that calls for the 
regular education system to take over responsibility for pupils 
it has already demonstrated it has failed." 
In a recent study (Pearman, Barnhart, Huang, & 
Mellblom, 1992), 558 district staff were administered the 
Schools and Education of All Students (SEAS) Survey. The 
results concluded that while 70% of the respondents believed 
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that inclusion of special needs students would work well in the 
school, 50 % did not believe that inclusion was the best way to 
meet the needs of all students. Results supported that 60% 
believed the regular education teachers did not want special 
needs students in the classroom since it would be detrimental 
to other students (28%) and it created too much work for staff 
(53%). 
In another recent study (Semmel, Abernathy, Butera, & 
Lesar, 1991), 381 special and regular educators were surveyed 
in regards to their perceptions and opinions surrounding the 
Regular Education Initiative. Their data indicated that both 
regular and special education teachers were not generally 
dissatisfied with the current special education systems. The 
respondents indicated a preference for pullout or self-
contained special education classes. They did not favor the 
inclusion or consultant model. 
Students' Perceptions 
It is surprising that with the many studies conducted 
regarding the Regular Education Initiative, students themselves 
have been excluded from the debate. It is important to 
acknowledge the opinions of both the typical and the special 
education students with respect to this issue. Davis ( 1989) 
explains that, "few studies have even attempted to assess 
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students' perceptions concerning their placement, 
understanding of their handicapped condition label, and their 
judgments regarding the efficacy of their programs" (p. 443 ). 
Jenkins and Heinen ( 1989) report that through their 
review of the research they were not able to locate any studies 
conducted on students' preferences for different types of 
assistance. They interviewed 686 special, remedial and regular 
education students in grades 2, 4, and 5 to determine students' 
preferences regarding where they would rather go for 
assistance. These classrooms used pull-out, in-class, and 
integrated models to deliver specialized instruction. The results 
showed that students preferred to receive help from their 
classroom teacher rather than a specialist, however they also 
preferred to receive pull-out services rather than in-class or 
integrated instruction. 
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CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Purpose 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine 
students' opinions in regard to inclusive education progra..rns 
and the effectiveness of these programs. 
Research Questions 
[1] What are students' opinions on heterogeneous and 
homogeneous groupings? 
[2] How do general and special education students expressly 
feel about their participation in blended classes? 
[3] Do general education and special education students feel 
that blended classes are more effective than their traditional 
approach of either self-contained or heterogeneous classes? 
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Methodology 
Subjects 
Subjects were students from 9 blended English classes 
in grades 9-12 in a suburban district in western New York. 
Two of these classes participated in a pilot study while the 
other seven classes comprised respondents for the actual study. 
There were 3 7 participants in the pilot study and 150 
participants in the actual study. 
Only blended English classes were chosen for this study 
to avoid a student's repeated participation in a blended class in 
another curriculum area. In this district, "blended classes" 
refers to those academic classes in which inclusion occurs and 
both a general education teacher and a special education 
teacher provide instruction to all of the students in the class. 
Materials 
Students in two of the nine blended English classes were 
administered a 30 item pilot questionnaire surveying their 
opinions regarding inclusion. Students were asked to respond 
either yes, unsure, or no to the first 26 questions. The last four 
questions required students to respond in short answer form. 
These responses gave the researcher more feedback as to why 
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the students have these opinions. 
The pilot questionnaire was a modified version of a 
questionnaire that was developed to assess teachers' opinions 
regarding inclusion (Barton, 1992). To determine validity of the 
questionnaire, both special education and general education 
teachers were asked to write 5 statements (positive and/or 
negative) regarding inclusion. These responses were compared 
to the statements in the questionnaire (See Appendix B). 
Validity (Martin, 1985), "refers to whether we are measuring 
what we want to measure." (p. 52). One type of validity is 
content validity. Cronbach ( 1971) and Abdel Gaid, Trueblood, 
& Shrigley ( 1986) explain content validity as, "a test of 
whether items on a scale adequately sample the universe of 
items of the attitude object under the study." as cited by Linn 
(1989,p.21) 
After the administration of the questionnaire to the 
participants in the pilot study, the results were examined. Each 
question was reviewed to determine those that the students 
felt most strongly about. (See Appendices C & D). This was 
done to reduce the number of items on the questionnaire since 
some of the questions were repetitive, and for some questions 
the majority of the students were indecisive in their responses. 
The results of the pilot study were shared with several 
professionals and after an item analysis, the questionnaire was 
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reduced to 16 items. (See Appendix E). 
Procedures 
Students in two blended English classes in grades 9-12 
were asked to complete a questionnaire regarding inclusion 
(See Appendix A) for the pilot study. As students turned their 
papers in, teachers were asked to code those papers submitted 
by special education students by placing a check mark or other 
identifying mark on the top of the paper. This allowed the 
researcher to examine the responses between general 
education and special education students without having to 
single out a group to participate in the activity. The purpose of 
the pilot study was to gain responses from the students 
regarding the most important questions and to establish 
reliability. 
After the results were examined and the items on the 
questionnaire were reduced, the questionnaire was 
administered to the remainder of the students participating in 
this study. Again, papers were handed in to the teachers who 
were asked to place an identifying mark on the top of the 
paper of any special needs students. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Purpose 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine 
students' opinions in regard to inclusive education programs 
and the effectiveness of these programs. 
Research Questions 
[1] What are students' opinions on heterogeneous and 
homogeneous groupings? 
[2] How do general and special education students feel about 
their participation in blended classes? 
[3] Do general education and special education students feel 
that blended classes are more effective than their traditional 
approach of either self-contained or heterogeneous classes? 
19 
Data Summary 
The data from the student questionnaires were collected 
and the responses for both special education students and 
general education students were totaled for each of the 16 
questions. Only the positive and negative responses were used 
for this study. The "unsure" responses were discarded. 
For each question a 2x2 Chi-square analysis was 
performed (See Appendix F). The variables were classification 
of students (special education or regular education) and type of 
response (yes or no). The following table summarizes the data 
from the Chi-square analysis. 
20 
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Table I 
CHI-SQUARE RESULTS FOR EACH QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM 
QUESTION CHI-SQUARE RESULTS 
[l] Should most special needs students be 
educated with regular education students? 4.969 significant 
[2] Do you understand the idea of combining 
special needs students and regular education 
students in the same class? 3.841 not significant 
[3] Is having special needs students and 
regular education students together in the 
class a benefit for you academically? 11.446 significant 
[4] Is having special needs students and 
regular education students together in the 
class a benefit for you socially? 2.186 not significant 
[5] Should teachers have equal expectations 
for success for the special needs students in 
regular education classes? 0.007 not significant 
[6] Should the number of students with 
special needs who are placed in regular 
classrooms be limited? 6.650 significant 
[7] Should students with special needs be 
treated special by teachers? 6.392 significant 
[8] Would you make better academic 
progress if you were grouped with other 
students of equal academic abilities? 0.032 not significant 
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QUESTION CHI-SQUARE RESULTS 
[9] Do you accept students with special 
needs in your class? 0.859 not significant 
[10] Should teachers receive special 
training before a student with special needs 
is placed in their class? 2.468 not significant 
[11] Should special education teachers and 
regular education teachers work together in 
planning for students with special needs in 
the class? 0.279 not significant 
[12] Do students ridicule other classmates 
with special needs? 0.029 not significant 
[13] Should special education teachers and 
general education teachers work together to 
teach classes? 1.337 not significant 
[ 14] Do you prefer to be in a class that has 
two teachers? 3.192 not significant 
[15] Do you do better in a class that has two 
teachers? 2.221 not significant 
[16] Are you classified as a student with 
special needs? 68.271 significant 
Results 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine 
students' opinions in regard to inclusive education programs 
and the effectiveness of these programs. The results showed 
that the majority of both regular education( 84%) and special 
education(75%) students understood the concept of 
mainstreaming and accepted students with special needs in 
their class (regular education- 93%, special education-97%). 
However, there was a moderately significant relationship 
between these two groups when questioned whether most 
special needs students should be educated with regular 
education students. Of the special education students surveyed, 
71 % responded favorably toward mainstreaming, while only 
48% of the regular education students responded similarly. The 
results also showed an important significance regarding 
whether the number of students with special needs that are 
placed in regular classrooms should be limited. The majority of 
the regular education students(S7%) felt that the .number of 
special needs students placed in regular classrooms should be 
limited, while only 30% of the special education students 
agreed. 
When asked whether they would make better academic 
progress if they were grouped with other students of equal 
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academic abilities, approximately 71 % of both regular 
education student and special education students felt they 
would. However, while 61 % of the special education students 
felt that it was academically beneficial to them to participate in 
blended classes, only 23% of the regular education students 
agreed, yielding extremely important significant results. When 
asked if their participation in blended classes was socially 
beneficial, 55% of the regular education students and 72% of 
the special education students responded favorably. 
Both classifications of students were questioned 
regarding how the special needs students should be treated by 
teachers. When asked if teachers should have equal 
expectations for success for the special needs students in the 
class, the percentages for both groups were equitably mild with 
only 56% of the regular education students and 57% of the 
special education students agreeing. However, there was an 
important significance in relationship between these two 
groups when asked if students with special needs should be 
treated special by teachers. While 50% of the special education 
population favored special treatment, only 25% of the regular 
population agreed. Both classifications of students were also 
questioned regarding how special needs students are treated 
by their non-handicapped peers. These results were also fairly 
equitable with 48% of the regular education students and 50% 
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of the special education students responding that students 
ridicule other classmates with special needs. 
When questioned about the classroom teachers 
involvement in the programming of special needs students, 
87% of the regular education students and 90% of the special 
education students felt that both the regular education teacher 
and the special education teacher should work together to plan 
for students with special needs in the class. Also, 7 8% of the 
regular education students and 63% of the special education 
students felt that teachers should receive special training 
before a student with special needs is placed in the class. 
Students were also asked about their preferences for 
two teachers and in the class and the effectiveness of this 
model. When asked whether special education teachers and 
regular education teachers should work together to teach 
classes, 7 4% of the regular education students and 84% of the 
special education students felt they should. Both the regular 
education students (57%) and the special education 
students(76%) preferred to be in a class that has two teachers 
and they felt they did better in a class that has two teachers. 
(regular education students- 55%, special education students-
72%). 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
A purpose of this study was to determine students' 
opinions regarding inclusion. It was thought that a limitation of 
this study may be students' level of acceptance of their 
handicapping condition; that their possible denial may 
somehow skew the results. However, it appears that the 
majority of the students answered honestly. The most 
significant results were obtained when students were 
questioned whether they were classified as a student with 
special needs. In regard to inclusion, the majority of the regular 
education students appeared not to favor this concept. 
However, almost all of the respondents accepted students with 
special needs in their class. Therefore, while regular education 
students would prefer not to have inclusive classes, it seems to 
be agreeable to them after their placement. 
Another question this study specifically examined was, 
what students' opinions were regarding homogeneous and 
heterogeneous groupings. Both regular education and special 
education students felt they would make better academic 
progress if they were grouped with other students of equal 
academic abilities. However, it is difficult to determine whether 
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students felt they were currently in a heterogeneous or 
homogeneous class. Although this particular district offers 
Honors English, it does not distinguish Regents and Non-Regents 
classes. 
This study examined how students felt about their 
participation in blended classes and whether they found these 
classes to be effective. The results showed that both regular 
education and special education students preferred to be in a 
class that has two teachers and they felt they did better in such 
a setting. However, it is possible that students' opinions may be 
positive because they have favorable opinions of the teachers. 
Students also stated that they felt both the regular education 
teacher and the special education teacher should teach the 
classes. Often, but not always, the regular education teacher is 
the lead teacher in the classroom and does the majority of the 
instruction (See Appendix B). 
While it appears that inclusive programs are successful 
in this district, it is difficult to determine students' opinions in 
other curriculum areas, grade levels, or communities. 
Implications for Schools 
It is necessary to examine the process of 
implementation of the Regular Education Initiative with respect 
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to teachers. Many of the general education teachers have had 
little or no education regarding the effective instruction of 
special needs students. As schools are restructuring to 
accommodate inclusion, "it may become necessary for 
institutions of higher education to restructure so that there is 
increased cooperation and communication between regular and 
special education departments about the training and 
retraining of teachers" (Pearman, Barnhart, Huang, & Mellblom, 
1992, p.52). 
One study (Kearney & Durand, 1992) questioned 58 
chairpersons of education programs in New York State about 
their programs' accreditation, coursework, and field experience 
requirements relevant to mainstreaming practices. The results 
indicated that only a minority of these programs were 
accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education, offered dual certification in regular and special 
education or required training in collaborative teaching and 
education. It is imperative that schools communicate their 
needs to colleges and universities so that effective teachers can 
be educated to implement the inclusion model. 
Implications for Further Research 
Although the Regular Education Initiative is still hotly 
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debated, many districts are choosing the inclusion model in 
order that special needs students will be educated with their 
non-handicapped peers. It is necessary to obtain students' 
attitudes and opinions. If their opinions regarding inclusion are 
negative, it would lead one to think that the program will not 
be successful. Since educators' opinions vary and sides have 
been chosen surrounding this debate, it is necessary to 
determine the support required by teachers to implement this 
program--one type being education of teachers. 
This debate has serious implications regarding the 
education of our students. This model of inclusion could be 
very effective for many of the students. It is imperative that 
teachers examine each student's needs individually and 
determine the most appropriate placement for him/her. This 
model may not be appropriate for all students with special 
needs. It is important that parents, administrators, teachers, 
and students advocate to mainstream special education 
students into the general education program but it is necessary 
to examine the extent of the mainstreaming for each individual. 
"Reducing and eventually ending segregation are important 
goals but they will be devalued if the education programs are 
not the best we can provide." (Jenkins & Pious, 1991, p. 564). 
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APPENDIX A 
Student Questionnaire -Pilot Study 
Please answer yes, unsure or no to questions 1-26 and respond 
in complete sentences to questions 27-30. 
[1] Should most special needs students be 
educated with regular education students? yes unsure no 
[2] Do you understand the idea of combining 
special needs students and regular education 
students in the same class? yes unsure no 
[3] Do you receive more personal attention 
with two teachers in the class? yes unsure no 
[4] Is it easier to meet classroom expectations 
when students are grouped with classmates of 
equal ability? yes unsure no 
[S] Is having special needs students and 
regular education students together in the 
class a benefit for you academically? yes unsure no 
[6] Is having special needs students and 
regular education students together in the 
class a benefit for you socially? yes unsure no 
[7] Should teachers have equal expectations 
for success for the special needs students 
in regular education classes? yes unsure no 
[8] Does having special needs students in 
the class take teaching time away from 
the regular education students? yes unsure no 
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[9] Should the number of students with 
special needs who are placed in regular 
classrooms be limited? yes unsure no 
[10] Should students with special needs 
be treated special by teachers? yes unsure no 
[11] Would you make better academic 
progress if you were grouped with other 
students of equal academic abilities? yes unsure no 
[12] Are students with special needs too 
disruptive to the classroom environment? yes unsure no 
[13] Do you accept students with special 
needs in your class? yes unsure no 
[14] Should teachers receive special 
training before a student with special 
needs is placed in their class? yes unsure no 
[15] Should special education teachers and 
regular education teachers work together 
in planning for students with special needs 
in the class? yes unsure no 
[16] Do your attitudes toward mainstreaming 
reflect the attitudes of the teachers? yes unsure no 
[17] Do students with special needs feel 
more comfortable and accepted in a special 
education classroom? yes unsure no 
[18] Do students ridicule other classmates 
with special needs? yes unsure no 
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[19] Do you feel more comfortable in a 
classroom with students who have equal 
academic abilities? yes unsure no 
[20] Do you make better academic progress 
in a class of students with different academic 
abilities? yes unsure no 
[21] Should special education teachers and 
general education teachers work together to 
teach classes? yes unsure no 
[22] Do you prefer to be in a class that has 
two teachers? yes unsure no 
[23] Do you do better in a class that has two 
teachers? yes unsure no 
[24] Does having two teachers in the 
classroom help you learn better? yes unsure no 
[25] Does it take more time to cover the 
material when there are special needs 
students in the class? yes unsure no 
[26] Do you have an Individualized 
Education Plan (I.E.P.)? yes unsure no 
[2 7] What help do you receive that makes learning easier? 
[28] What are your opinions about being in a class with two 
teachers? 
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[29] Do you feel that having two teachers in the class is better 
than having one teacher? Why or Why not? 
[30] How do you feel about being grouped into a class that has 
students of all different academic levels? 
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APPENDIX B 
TEACHER STATEMENTS ABOUT INCLUSION 
• Inclusion is a good idea, but it should not be overdone. 
• There is a core of students that it just doesn't work for. 
These students need the small 1:1 help that they got before 
in self-contained classes. 
• Total inclusion causes frustration for both students and 
teachers. 
• Inclusion does not work with every student. 
• Inclusion is one of many options available to students with 
special needs. We need to use what works best for that 
particular student. 
• In an inclusive setting, students may feel more a part of the 
group or class. This feeling can lead to positive changes in a 
young persons life (self-esteem) !! 
• For inclusion to work, there must be a strong 
communication, planning and cooperation between the 
mainstreamed teacher and the special educator. Instruction 
may need to be modified, in some cases, to make success 
possible. 
• Inclusion is placing a student in the least restrictive 
environment. This can happen with or without a special 
educator in the classroom. 
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• Consultant services can be direct or indirect. The students 
are mainstreamed while the teacher is the on that is 
included when she is able to schedule direct consult 
services. 
• Collaborative teaching is best arranged or scheduled by two 
teachers who choose to work together, rather than by 
computer or administrative decree. 
• Time for planning, reflecting, evaluating is important. 
• Students need to be "oriented" to the concept of a two 
teacher classroom. This works best when the role of each 
teacher is clearly defined to the students. 
• Therefore, collaborating teachers need to define their "roles" 
clearly with one another. 
• Inclusion works best with support in the classroom and with 
more time than the 42 minute period so that teachers can or 
more with individual students. 
• Inclusion requires that teachers be flexible with regard to 
kinds of instruction, curriculum modifications, and kinds of 
evaluation. 
• Inclusion requires an awareness of students' strengths and 
learning styles. 
• Inclusion works best in a classroom that puts a big emphasis 
on the teaching of process and strategies for learning and 
accomplishing tasks. 
• Inclusion works best in environments where students are 
encouraged to collaborate and to contribute their unique 
strengths, whether cognitive or social. 
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• Inclusion works best when there is a strong working 
relationship between the regular education teacher and the 
special education teacher. 
• Special education students must understand the 
responsibilities of inclusion. 
• Regular education teachers must get some experience in a 
special education classroom. 
• Smaller classes. 
• Cross-curricular team. 
• Working in an inclusive setting allows the special educator 
feel more in touch with her students when they meet for 
Resource. 
• Inclusion works best when there is a real sense of wanting 
to work together between two professionals. 
• Inclusion is a positive experience for students because they 
get more individual attention in this setting. 
• Teachers feel most positive about inclusive settings when 
there are common goals among the teachers working 
together. 
• Inclusion is not for every student who receives some for of 
special education services. 
• Inclusion is only as effective as the classroom teacher and 
the cooperating teacher choose to make it. 
• Sometimes, the special educator is made to feel that, she is 
only there to assure that the behavior of one or two 
students does not interfere with the classroom teacher's 
ability to present his planned lesson. 
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• Many of the students in inclusive classrooms (both regular 
education and special education) appear to welcome the 
assistance a paraprofessional is willing to offer. 
• Sometimes, it is perceived, that the classroom teacher may 
feel "threatened by a second person in the classroom. 
• Effective instruction demands that the classroom teacher 
place great trust in the second person's ability to actively 
participate, rather than act as and attendance taker, 
custodian, disciplinarian. 
• Inclusion only works if both teachers are willing. 
Personalities and philosophies need to jive. 
• It allows more students to receive assistance (individual 
attention). 
• Planning time is essential!!! 
• Students gain an understanding of different learning styles 
and gain an extra perspective on learning by having two 
teachers working together. 
• The practice of blended classes can be challenging, but 
worthwhile. 
• The special education students tend to enjoy more hand's-on 
activities and are often more outspoken during discussion 
than the "regular" tracked students. 
• The special education students have problems with 
independent work and their attitude toward the work. If 
work is late, they often don't care to make it up and they 
don't seem to take homework very seriously. 
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• The special education and regular education students don't 
seem to interact very well together. Most of them do not 
want to work together, but this may be more a factor of 
personalities rather than ability. However, there are a few 
from each group who choose to work together, mainly due to 
similar values. 
• The teachers need to plan together with the same rigidity 
that they attend classes. 
• The teachers need to modify some requirements for 
motivated students. 
• The special education teacher needs to work to alleviate 
some of the regular education teachers correcting, typing, 
teaching time, etc. 
• The special education students need to recognize the goals 
ahead, and agree to the work. 
• Administration needs to provide training in the areas of: 
modification of program, assessment, testing modifications, 
facilitating, team management, etc. 
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APPENDIX C 
PILOT STUDY TABLE 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Question #1: Should most special needs students be 
educated with regular education students? 
yes unsure no Total 
2 3 4 
9 s 14 
11 8 18 
29.70% 21.60% 48.60% 
Question #2: Do you understand the idea of combining 
special needs students and regular education 
students in the same class? 
yes unsure no Total 
4 0 s 
21 2 s 
25 2 10 
67.50% 5.40% 27% 
Question #3: Do you receive more personal attention 
with two teachers in the class? 
yes unsure no Total 
6 0 3 
26 0 2 
32 0 5 
86.50% 0% 13.50% 
9 
28 
37 
9 
28 
37 
9 
28 
37 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
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Question #4: Is it easier to meet classroom expectations 
when students are grouped with classmates of 
equal academic ability? 
yes unsure no Total 
7 2 0 
17 6 s 
24 8 s 
64.90% 21.60% 13.50% 
Question #5: Is having special needs students and 
regular education students together in class a 
benefit for you academically? 
yes unsure no Total 
4 3 2 
s 6 17 
9 9 19 
24.30% 24.30% 51.40% 
9 
28 
37 
9 
28 
37 
Question #6: Is having special needs students and 
regular education students together in class a benefit 
for you socially? 
yes unsure no Total 
6 2 1 9 
11 10 7 28 
17 12 8 37 
45.90% 32.4 21.60% 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
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Question #7: Should teachers have equal expectations 
for success for the special needs students in regular 
education classes? 
yes unsure no Total 
4 1 4 9 
16 2 10 28 
20 3 14 37 
54.10% 8.10% 37.80% 
Question #8: Does having special needs students in the 
class take teaching time away from the regular 
education students? 
yes unsure no Total 
3 5 1 
14 9 5 
17 14 6 
45.90% 37.80% 16.20% 
Question #9: Should the number of special needs 
who are place in regular education classes be 
limited? 
yes unsure no Total 
3 4 2 
14 7 7 
17 11 9 
45.90% 29.70% 24.30% 
Question #10: Should students with special needs be 
treated special by teachers? 
yes unsure no Total 
3 1 5 
8 6 14 
11 7 19 
29.70% 18.90% 51.40% 
9 
28 
37 
9 
28 
37 
9 
28 
37 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
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Question #11: Would you make better academic 
progress if you were grouped with other students 
of equal academic abilities? 
yes unsure no Total 
8 1 0 
16 7 5 
24 8 5 
64.90% 21.60% 13.50% 
Question #12: Are students with special needs too 
disruptive to the classroom environment? 
yes unsure no Total 
2 2 5 
13 7 8 
15 9 13 
40.50% 24.30% 35.10% 
Question #13: Do you accept students with special 
needs in your class? 
yes unsure no Total 
7 1 0 
21 3 4 
-"~· 
28 4 4 
77.80% 11.10% 11.10% 
9 
28 
37 
9 
28 
37 
8 
28 
36 
Question #14: Should teachers receive special training 
before a student with special needs is placed in 
the class? 
yes unsure no Total 
4 3 2 9 
13 9 6 28 
17 12 8 37 
45.90% 32.40% 21.6091> 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
46 
Question #15: Should special education teachers and 
regular education teachers work togethre in 
planning for special needs students in the class? 
yes unsure no Total 
6 2 1 
18 7 3 
24 9 4 
64.90% 24.30% 10.80% 
9 
28 
37 
Question #16: Do your attitudes toward mainstreaming 
reflect the attitude of the teachers? 
yes unsure no Total 
3 5 1 9 
4 17 7 28 
7 22 8 37 
18.90% 59.50% 21.60% 
Question #17: Do students with special needs feel more 
comfortable and accepted in a special education 
classroom? 
yes unsure no Total 
2 5 2 
5 19 4 
7 24 6 
18.90% 64.90% 16.20% 
Question #18: Do students ridicule other classmates 
with special needs? 
yes unsure no Total 
4 3 2 
20 3 5 
24 6 7 
64.90% 16.20% 18.90% 
9 
28 
37 
9 
28 
37 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
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Question #19: Do you feel more comfortable in a 
classroom with students who have an equal 
academic ability? 
yes unsure no Total 
8 1 0 
24 5 7 
24 6 7 
64.90% 16.20% 18.90% 
Question #20: Do you make better academic progress 
in a class of student with different academic 
abilities? 
yes unsure no Total 
2 5 2 
10 8 10 
12 13 12 
32.40% 35.10% 32.40% 
Question #21: Should special education teachers and 
and regular education teachers work together to 
teach classes? 
yes unsure no Total 
4 1 4 
2f j 2 6 
24 3 10 
64.90% 8.10% 37.00% 
Question #22: Do you prefer to be in a class that has 
two teachers? 
yes unsure no Total 
3 4 2 
24 3 1 
27 7 3 
73.00% 18.90% 8.100/o 
9 
28 
37 
9 
28 
37 
9 
28 
37 
9 
28 
37 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
Special Education Students 
Regular Education Students 
Total 
Percentage 
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Question #23: Do you do better in a class that has 
two teachers? 
yes unsure no Total 
5 2 2 
ll 4 2 
27 6 4 
73.00% 16.20% 10.80% 
Question #24: Does having two teachers in the 
classroom help you learn better? 
yes unsure no Total 
3 2 4 
22 3 3 
25 5 7 
67.60% 13.50% 18.90% 
Question #25: Does it take more time to cover the 
material when there are special needs students in 
the class? 
yes unsure no Total 
4 4 1 
14 11 3 
18 15 4 
48.60% 40.50% 10.80% 
9 
28 
37 
9 
28 
37 
9 
28 
37 
Question #26: Do you have an Individualized Education 
Plan (I.E.P)? 
yes unsure no Total 
7 1 1 9 
2 7 19 28 
9 8 20 37 
24.30% 21.60% 54.10% 
APPENDIX D 
Pilot Study Graphs 
Question #1: Should most special needs students 
be educated with regular education students? 
18 
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14 
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Number of 10 
Students 8 
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Type of Response 
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and regular education students together in 
the class a benefit for you socially? 
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with special needs who are placed in regular 
classrooms be limited? 
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Question #10: Should students with special 
needs be treated special by teachers? 
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Question #11: Would you make better 
academic progress if you were grouped with 
other students of equal academic abilities? 
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environment? 
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Question #14: Should teachers receive 
special training before a student with 
special needs is placed in their class? 
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Question #15: Should special education 
teachers and regular education teachers 
work together in planning for students wi1th 
special needs in the class? 
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Question #16: Do your attitudes toward 
mainstreaming reflect the attitudes of the 
teachers? 
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Question #17: Do students with special needls 
feel more comfortable and accepted in a 
special education classroom? 
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Students 6 
4 
2 
0 
.----·----. 
yes unsure no 
Type of Response 
D Special Education 
Students 
• Regular Education 
Students 
-•-Total 
C, 
00 
Question #21: Should special education 
teachers and regular edcuation teachers work 
together to teach classes? 
25 
20 
15 
Number of 
Students 
10 
5 
0 
yes unsure 
Type of Response 
no 
D Special Education 
Students 
• Regular Education 
Students 
·•-Total 
C, 
,..!) 
Question #22: Do you prefer to be in a class 
that has two teachers? 
30 
25 
20 
Number of 15 Students 
10 
s 
0 
I • 1
yes unsure no 
Type of Response 
D Special Education 
Students 
• Regular Education 
Students 
-•-Total 
--J 
0 
Question #23: Do you do better in a class 
that has two teachers? 
30 
25 
20 
Number of 15 Students 
10 
5 
0 
I • , 
yes unsure no 
Type of Response 
D Special Education 
Students 
• Regular Education 
Students 
-•-Total 
°'"' 1--
Question #24: Does having two teachers in 
the classroom help you learn better? 
25 "T" • 
20 
I 
-
I 
D Special Education 
15 I _, I Students 
Number of 
10 f I\ • Regular Education Students Students 
-•-Total 
I 
-
\ 
-----~ I 5 
0 
yes unsure no 
Type of Response 
---J 
N 
Question #25: Does it take more time to 
cover the material when there are special 
needs students in the class? 
18 t 
16 
14 
12 
Number of lO 
Students 8 
6 
4 
2 
0 
~-
yes unsure 
Type of Response 
no 
D Special Education 
Students 
• Regular Education 
Students 
·•-Total 
--J 
w 
Question #26: Do you have an Individualized 
Education Plan (I.E.P.)? 
20 .... Ill 
18 
16 
14 t 
12 I I I° Special !Education Students 
Number of 10 i / I • Regular Education Students ·----- Students 8 • 6 n • -•-Total 
4 
2 
0 
yes unsure no 
Type of Resposne 
'-l 
+-
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APPENDIX E 
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please answer yes, unsure or no to the questions. 
[1] Should most special needs students be 
educated with regular education students? yes unsure no 
[2] Do you understand the idea of combining 
special needs students and regular education 
students in the same class? yes unsure no 
[3] Is having special needs students and 
regular education students together in the 
class a benefit for you academically? yes unsure no 
[4] Is having special needs students and 
regular education students together in the 
class a benefit for you socially? yes unsure no 
[5] Should teachers have equal expectations 
for success for the special needs students in 
regular education classes? yes unsure no 
[6] Should the number of students with 
special needs who are placed in regular 
classrooms be limited? yes unsure no 
[7] Should students with special needs be 
treated special by teachers? yes unsure no 
[8] Would you make better academic 
progress if you were grouped with other 
students of equal academic abilities? yes unsure no 
[9] Do you accept students with special 
needs in your class? yes unsure no 
[10] Should teachers receive special 
training before a student with special needs 
is placed in their class? yes unsure no 
[11] Should special education teachers and 
regular education teachers work together in 
planning for students with special needs in 
the class? yes unsure no 
[12] Do students ridicule other classmates 
with special needs? yes unsure no 
[13] Should special education teachers and 
general education teachers work together to 
teach classes? yes unsure no 
[14] Do you prefer to be in a class that has 
two teachers? yes unsure no 
[15] Do you do better in a class that has two 
teachers? yes unsure no 
[16] Are you classified as a student with 
special needs? yes unsure no 
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APPENDIX F 
Tables 
Questionnaire Item#l 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether students 
with special needs should be educated with their regular 
education peers. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question #1 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
84 
Special 
Education 
Student 
31 
Row 
Totals 
62 
53 
Grand 
Total 
115 
77 
Chi Square Table 
Question #1 
78 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency 
(O-Ef (O-Ef IE Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 40 45.287 -5.287 27.952 0.617 
C2 22 16.713 5.287 27.952 1.673 
R2 Cl 44 38.713 5.287 27.952 0.722 
C2 9 14.287 -5.287 27.952 1.957 
2. Xobt= 4.969 
Calculation of Phi Coefficient 
= 4.969 
115 * (2-1) 
~=0.208 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degree of freedom at 
the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained is 
4. 969, the null hypothesis is rejected leading to a conclusion 
that the type of response of special education students and 
regular education students on whether students with special 
needs should be educated with regular education students is 
significantly related. The global effects show that these 
measures are moderately significant as~= 0.208 at the 95% 
confidence level and 1 degree of freedom. 
79 
Questionnaire Item #2 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether they 
understand the idea of combining special needs students and 
regular education students in the same class. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question #2 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
102 
Special 
Education 
Student 
32 
Row 
Totals 
110 
24 
Grand 
Total 
134 
80 
Chi Square Table 
Question#2 
81 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency 
(O-Ef (O-Ef /E Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 86 83.731 2.269 5.148 0.062 
C2 24 26.269 -2.269 5.148 0.196 
R2 Cl 16 18.269 -2.269 5.148 0.282 
C2 8 5.731 2.269 5.148 0.898 
X2obt= 1.438 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degree of freedom at 
the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained is 
1.438, the null hypothesis is retained leading to a conclusion 
that the type of student response of special education students 
and regular education students on whether they understand 
the idea of combining special needs students and regular 
education students in the same class is not significantly related. 
Questionnaire Item #3 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether it is 
academically beneficial to them to have special needs students 
and regular education students blended together in the class. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question#3 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
73 
Special 
Education 
Student 
23 
Row 
Totals 
31 
65 
Grand 
Total 
96 
82 
Cell Frequency Observed 
Rl Cl 17 
C2 14 
R2 Cl 56 
C2 9 
Chi Square Table 
Question #3 
Frequency 
Expected 0-E 
23.573 -6.573 
7.427 6.573 
49.427 6.573 
15.573 -6.573 
(O-Ef 
43.204 
43.204 
43.204 
43.204 
x2obt= 
Calculation of Phi Coefficient 
~ =I x2 
~n*(k-1) 
~ = 0.345 
Findings 
11.446 
96 * (2-1) 
83 
(O-Ef!E 
1.833 
5.962 
0.877 
2.774 
11.446 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degree of freedom at 
the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained is 
11.446, the null hypothesis is rejected leading to a conclusion 
that the type of student response of special education students 
and regular education students on whether it is academically 
beneficial to them to have special needs students and regular 
education students blended together in the class is significantly 
related. The global effects show that these measures have an 
extremely important significance as~= 0.345 at the 95% 
confidence level and 1 degree of freedom. 
84 
Questionnaire Item #4 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether it is 
socially beneficial to them to have special needs students and 
regular education students blended together in the class. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question#4 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
76 
Special 
Education 
Student 
25 
Row 
Totals 
60 
41 
Grand 
Total 
101 
85 
Chi Square Table 
Question#4 
86 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency 
(O-Et (0-Ef/E Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 42 45.149 -3.149 9.916 0.220 
C2 18 14.851 3.149 9.916 0.668 
R2 Cl 34 30.851 3.149 9.916 0.321 
C2 7 10.149 -3.149 9.916 0.977 
2 Xobt= 2.186 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degree of freedom at 
the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained is 
2.186, the null hypothesis is retained leading to a conclusion 
that the type of student response of special education students 
and regular education students on whether it is socially 
beneficial to them to have special needs students and regular 
education students blended together in the class is not 
significantly related. 
Questionnaire Item #5 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether teachers 
should have equal expectations for success for the special 
needs students in regular education classes. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question#S 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
96 
Special 
Education 
Student 
28 
Row 
Totals 
70 
54 
Grand 
Total 
124 
87 
. Chi Square Table 
Question#5 
88 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency 
(O-Ef (O-Ef !E Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 54 54.194 -0.194 0.038 0.001 
C2 16 15.807 0.194 0.038 0.002 
R2 Cl 42 41.807 0.194 0.038 0.001 
C2 12 12.194 -0.194 0.038 0.003 
x2obt= 0.007 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degree of freedom at 
the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained is 
0.007, the null hypothesis is retained leading to a conclusion 
that the type of student response of special education students 
and regular education students on whether teachers should 
have equal expectations for success for the special needs 
students in regular education classes is not significantly 
related. 
Questionnaire Item #6 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether the 
number of special education students placed in regular 
education classes should be limited. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question#6 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
91 
Special 
Education 
Student 
30 
Row 
Totals 
61 
60 
Grand 
Total 
121 
89 
Chi Square Table 
Question#6 
90 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency 
(O-Et (O-Ef!E Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 52 45.876 6.124 37.503 0.818 
C2 9 15.124 -6.124 37.503 2.480 
R2 Cl 39 45.124 -6.124 37.503 0.831 
C2 21 14.876 6.124 37.503 2.521 
2 Xobt= 6.65 
Calculation of Phi Coefficient 
~ =I x2 ~ n * (k-1) 6.65 121 * (2-1) 
$ = 0.234 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degrees of freedom 
at the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained 
is 6.65, the null hypothesis is rejected leading to a conclusion 
that the type of response of special education students and 
regular education students on whether the number of special 
education students placed in regular education classes should 
be limited is significantly related. The global effects show that 
these measures have an important significance as ~= 0.234 at 
the 95% confidence level and 1 degree of freedom. 
91 
Questionnaire Item #7 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether students 
with special needs should be treated special by teachers. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question#7 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
89 
Special 
Education 
Student 
28 
Row 
Totals 
36 
81 
Grand 
Total 
117 
92 
Chi Square Table 
Question#7 
93 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency 
(O-E)2 (0-Ef/E Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 22 27.385 
C2 14 8.615 
R2 Cl 67 61.615 
C2 14 19.385 
Calculation of Phi Coefficient 
$=~ 
~Il*(k-1) 
Q) = 0.234 
Findings 
-5.385 28.998 1.059 
5.385 28.998 3.366 
5.385 28.998 0.471 
-5.385 28.998 1.496 
X2obt= 6.392 
6.392 
117*(2-1) 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degree of freedom at 
the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained is 
94 
6.392, the null hypothesis is rejected leading to a conclusion 
that the type of student response of special education students -~~/ 
and regular education students on whether students with 
special needs should be treated special by teachers is 
significantly related. The global effects show that these 
measures have an important significance as¢= 0.234 at the 
95% confidence level and 1 degree of freedom. 
Questionnaire Item #8 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether they 
would make better academic progress if they were grouped 
with other students of equal academic abilities. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question#8 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
77 
Special 
Education 
Student 
25 
Row 
Totals 
72 
30 
Grand 
Total 
102 
95 
Chi Square Table 
Question#8 
96 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency 
(O-Ef (O-E}2/E Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 54 54.353 -0.353 0.125 0.002 
C2 18 17.647 0.353 0.125 0.007 
R2 Cl 23 22.647 0.353 0.125 0.006 
C2 7 7.353 -0.353 0.125 0.017 
x2obt= 0.032 
Findings: 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degree of freedom at 
the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained is 
0.032, the null hypothesis is retained leadin to a conclusion 
that the type of student response of special education students 
and regular education students on whether they would make 
better academic progress if they were grouped with other 
students of equal academic abilities is not significantly related. 
Questionnaire Item #9 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether they 
accept students with special needs in their class. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question#9 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
97 
Special 
Education 
Student 
35 
Row 
Totals 
124 
8 
Grand 
Total 
132 
97 
Chi Square Table 
Question#9 
98 
Cell Frequency Frequency (O-Et (O-Ef /E Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 90 91.121 -1.121 1.257 0.014 
C2 34 32.879 1.121 1.257 0.038 
R2 Cl 7 5.879 1.121 1.257 0.214 
C2 1 2.121 -1.121 1.257 0.593 
2 Xobt= 0.859 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degrees of freedom 
at the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained 
is 0.859, the null hypothesis is retained leading to a conclusion 
that the type of response of special education students and 
regular education students on whether they accept students 
with special needs in their class is not significantly related. 
Questionnaire Item #10 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether teachers 
should receive special training before a student with special 
needs is placed in their class. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question #10 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
83 
Special 
Education 
Student 
24 
Row 
Totals 
80 
27 
Grand 
Total 
107 
99 
Chi Square Table 
Question #10 
100 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency 
(O-Ef (O-Ef IE Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 65 62.056 2.944 8.667 0.140 
C2 15 17.944 
-2.944 8.667 0.483 
R2 Cl 83 20.944 
-2.944 8.667 0.414 
C2 24 6.056 2.944 8.667 1.431 
2 Xobt= 2.468 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degrees of freedom 
at the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained 
is 2.468, the null hypothesis is retained leading to a conclusion 
that the type of student response of special education students 
and regular education students on whether teachers should 
receive special training before a student with special needs is 
placed in their class is not significantly related. 
Questionnaire Item #11 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether special 
education teachers and regular education teachers should work 
together in planning for special needs students in the class. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question # 11 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
98 
Special 
Education 
Student 
31 
Row 
Totals 
113 
16 
Grand 
Total 
129 
101 
Chi Square Table 
Question #11 
102 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency 
(O-Ef (0-Et"/E Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 85 85.845 0.845 0.714 0.008 
C2 28 27.155 -0.845 0.714 0.026 
R2 Cl 13 12.155 -0.845 0.714 0.059 
C2 3 3.845 0.845 0.714 0.186 
X2obt= 0.279 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degree of freedom at 
the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained is 
0.279, the null hypothesis is retained leading to a conclusion 
that the type of response of special education students and 
regular education students on whether special education 
teachers and regular education teachers should work together 
in planning for special needs students in the class is not 
significantly related. 
Questionnaire Item #12 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether students 
ridicule other classmates with special needs. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question # 12 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
81 
Special 
Education 
Student 
28 
Row 
Totals 
53 
56 
Grand 
Total 
109 
103 
Chi Square Table 
Question #12 
104 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency 
(O-Ef (O-Ef IE Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 39 39.385 -0.385 0.148 0.004 
C2 14 13.615 0.385 0.148 0.011 
R2 Cl 42 41.615 0.385 0.148 0.004 
C2 14 14.385 -0.385 0.148 0.010 
2 Xobt= 0.029 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degree of freedom at 
the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained is 
0.029, the null hypothesis is retained leading to a conclusion 
that the type of student response of special education students 
and regular education students on whether students ridicule 
other classmates with special needs is not significantly related. 
Questionnaire Item #13 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether special 
education teachers and regular education teachers should work 
together to teach classes. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question # 13 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
95 
Special 
Education 
Student 
31 
Row 
Totals 
96 
30 
Grand 
Total 
126 
105 
Chi Square Table 
Question # 13 
106 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency 
(O-Et (O-Ef !E Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 70 72.381 -2.381 5.669 0.078 
C2 26 23.619 2.381 5.669 0.240 
R2 Cl 25 22.619 2.381 5.669 0.251 
C2 5 7.381 
-2.381 5.669 . 0.768 
2 Xobt= 1.337 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degree of freedom at 
the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained is 
1.337, the null hypothesis is retained leading to a conclusion 
that the type of student response of special education students 
and regular education students on whether special education 
teachers and regular education teachers should work together 
to teach classes is not significantly related. 
Questionnaire Item #14 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether they 
prefer to be in a class that has two teachers. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question #14 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
89 
Special 
Education 
Student 
29 
Row 
Totals 
73 
45 
Grand 
Total 
118 
107 
Chi Square Table 
Question #14 
108 
Cell Frequency Frequency (0-E)2 (O-E)'2/E Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 51 55.059 -4.059 16.476 0.299 
C2 22 17.941 4.059 16.476 0.918 
R2 Cl 38 33.941 4.059 16.476 0.485 
C2 7 11.059 -4.059 16.476 1.490 
.2 Xobt= 3.192 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degrees of freedom 
at the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained 
is 3.192, the null hypothesis is retained leading to a conclusion 
that the type of response of special education students and 
regular education students on whether they prefer to be in a 
class that has two teachers is not significantly related. 
Quesionnaire Item #15 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether they do 
better in a class that has two teachers. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question # 15 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
78 
Special 
Education 
Student 
25 
Row 
Totals 
61 
42 
Grand 
Total 
103 
109 
Chi Square Table 
Question # 15 
110 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency (O-E/2. (O-E)2!E Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 43 46.194 
-3.194 10.202 0.221 
C2 18 14.806 3.194 10.202 0.689 
R2 Cl 35 31.806 3.194 10.202 0.321 
C2 7 10.194 -3.194 10.202 1.001 
2 Xobt= 2.221 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degrees of freedom 
at the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained 
is 2.221, the null hypothesis is retained leading to a conclusion 
that the type of student response of special education students 
and regular education students on whether they do better in a 
class that has two teachers is not significantly related. 
Questionnaire Item #16 
At the 95% confidence level, there will be no significant 
relationship between the type of response of special education 
students and regular education students on whether they are 
classified as a student with special needs. 
Yes 
No 
Column 
Totals 
Contingency Table 
Question # 16 
Regular 
Education 
Student 
95 
Special 
Education 
Student 
29 
Row 
Totals 
24 
100 
Grand 
Total 
124 
111 
112 
Chi Square Table 
Question # 16 
Cell Frequency 
Frequency 
(O-Ef (O-Ef !E Observed Expected 0-E 
Rl Cl 3 18.387 -15.387 236.760 12.876 
C2 21 5.613 15.387 236.760 42.181 
R2 Cl 92 76.613 15.387 236.760 3.090 
C2 8 23.387 -15.387 236.760 10.124 
2 Xobt= 68.271 
Calculation of Phi Coefficient 
~ = x2 68.271 
n * (k-1) · 124 * (2-1) 
~=0.742 
Findings 
Since the critical value for x2 for 1 degrees of freedom 
at the 95% confidence level is 3.841 and since the x2 obtained 
is 68.271, the null hypothesis is rejected leading to a conclusion 
that the type of response of special education students and 
regular education students on whether they are classified as a 
student with special needs is significantly related. The global 
effects show that these measures have an extremely important 
significance as Q)= 0. 7 42 at the 95% confidence level and 1 
degree of freedom. 
113 
